
ASSEMBLY VOTES
Scandinavia's most-used electronic voting system for
statutory and non-statutory elections



Assembly Votes is Scandinavia's most-used electronic election system for holding statutory- and non-
statutory elections in associations, organisations and local communities. The election system is developed in
Denmark and supports all common types of elections. 

Trust in elections is based on compliance with the basic democratic principles of e.g. transparency,
anonymity, shared responsibility and the ability to control all parts of an electoral process. This applies in the
polling station and it of course applies in digital elections as well. 

In an organization, an election is often a resource-intensive and less-practiced workflow. Since 2001,
Assembly Voting has been dedicated to holding elections and can therefore assist you with a resource-saving
and secure election process. 

The election system is built according to leading international principles for e-voting, ensuring that all basic
principles in a legal election act are observed.  

TRUST, SECURITY & 
RESOURCE SAVING

With Assembly Voting's Votes you get
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Secure

International

Saving, effective and fully
documented democratic electoral
acts based on everyday
technologies that strengthen
voter turnout. 

Documented election application,
server and hosting environment
that is under ongoing control of
independent audit companies. 

An election solution ensuring the
validation of the right to vote and
full separation of VoterID and the
vote.  

A system used by 25 million
voters at more than 4,000
statutory and non-statutory
electoral acts across   Europe.  

Contemporary

Documented



ASSEMBLY VOTES

Setup Hybrid election Voting principles

Ballot paper Operation & system securityProblem management

Full anonymity Documentation of resultsHotline service

Assembly Voting's Votes system is a complete solution that provides a secure,
detailed and well-planned solution from start to f inish. The electoral system is
continuously tested by independent audit companies. 

Assembly Voting sets up the
system in accordance with the
specification of requirements,
including voter data and design of
the solution to the company.

The system supports all common
voting principles, e.g. required or
maximum number of votes,
weighted votes, ranking, multiple
simultaneous votes, district- or
group elections, etc. 

Opportunity to supplement digital
voting with postal vote. 

Digital and/or postal ballot papers
with election code for validation
of voters' eligibility.

Procedure for registering and re-
issuing lost ballot papers,
registering new voters, etc. 

Server-surveillance 24/7 in the
entire voting period. Uptime of
min. 99% and log of system
activity. 

Election result and
documentation is forwarded at
the end of the election. 

Phone and e-mail support
everyday from 9:00 til 16:00. 

Voters list and votes are
encrypted during voting and are
separated irreversibly at the
calculation of results. 

A complete solution
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Login
Login form consists of up to 3 different
factors that, when fi l led in correctly,  gives
access to the election system. It is also
possible to login using NemID. 

Digital ballot paper 
After login, the eligible voter is presented
with the different options and here has
the opportunity to f i l l  in the digital ballot
paper(s) in accordance with the applicable
voting rules. Below the presentation of
the candidates, it  is possible to include a
link to more information on the specif ic
candidates.

Thank you for your vote!
When casting the digital vote, the system
responds with a confirmation.
Subsequently, the eligible voter is
automatically forwarded to a website of
the company's request.

OVERVIEW - VOTING

Digital voting card
The voter typically receives a digital voting
card with a l ink to the election system.
Login can be by NemID or by code sent
with physical voting card. With validated
voting rights, the voter gets access to the
digital ballot paper. 
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THE PROCESS

Clarif ication of election requirements and attribution to voters
Setup of Assembly Votes
Testing of attribution and election setup
Completion of electoral act
Election result and documentation

It 's easy to get started with Assembly Votes. A documented and thoroughly tested process
ensures an effective and secure process in which the electoral act is being held in full
compliance with the applicable election rules.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Assembly Voting's election systems are sold as a SAAS solution (Software as a service),
where Assembly Voting is responsible for the setup and operation of the election. 

Assembly Voting sets up systems according to the applicable rules and configuration
requests. The company or organisation gets to review the system, participate in a test and
approve the setup before the election and electoral act begins. 

Assembly Voting is responsible for the underlying process from start to f inish. This includes
the handling of situations that may arise in the event of,  e.g. an incorrectly registered
member, a candidate withdrawing, and the l ike. Meanwhile, your organisation can focus on
the election and your members.  

Contact our sales department to learn more about how we 
 can complete your next election

sales@aion.dk     +45 26 16 96 38

Election
requirements 

Setup

Testing

Election

Election result &
documentation 
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Facts
First digital legislative and statutory

elections in Denmark (2001)

4,000+ elections

25 mil l ion+ voters

35,000+ candidate registrations

Full  service, partner and self-service

solutions

Assembly Voting was the first provider of electronic elections in Denmark (2001) and is

today the market’s most widely used provider of digital election solutions in Northern

Europe. 

Assembly Voting is based on the idea of strengthening democratic participation in society

and associations, through the integration of fundamental democratic processes with

documented secure and user-friendly technologies.

Assembly Voting provides mathematically proven and fully documented election solutions

for ministries, municipalit ies, professional organisations, companies, associations, etc.

ABOUT ASSEMBLY VOTING

For further information on our solution for your next
election, please contact us

sales@aion.dk     +45 26 16 96 38

Primary systems

System for "live" elections independent of

physical presence. 

Registration, validation and presentation of

candidates.
Flexible and complete election solution for

statutory and non-statutory elections. 

The digital polling station - Proven secure

online voting systems.  


